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	Pentaho Data Integration (a.k.a. Kettle) is a full-featured open source ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) solution. Although PDI is a feature-rich tool, effectively capturing, manipulating, cleansing, transferring, and loading data can get complicated.


	This book is full of practical examples that will help you to take advantage of Pentaho Data Integration's graphical, drag-and-drop design environment. You will quickly get started with Pentaho Data Integration by following the step-by-step guidance in this book. The useful tips in this book will encourage you to exploit powerful features of Pentaho Data Integration and perform ETL operations with ease.


	Starting with the installation of the PDI software, this book will teach you all the key PDI concepts. Each chapter introduces new features, allowing you to gradually get involved with the tool. First, you will learn to work with plain files, and to do all kinds of data manipulation. Then, the book gives you a primer on databases and teaches you how to work with databases inside PDI. Not only that, you'll be given an introduction to data warehouse concepts and you will learn to load data in a data warehouse. After that, you will learn to implement simple and complex processes.


	Once you've learned all the basics, you will build a simple datamart that will serve to reinforce all the concepts learned through the book.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Install Penataho Data Integration and get familiar with the graphical designer--Spoon
	
		Work with files to get data from simple input sources, preview, and send it back in any of the common output formats
	
		Perform basic transformation operations on data such as performing calculations, adding constants, counting, filtering, ordering, and searching data
	
		Solve real-world problems by manipulating the flow of data by combining or splitting it
	
		Solve sophisticated problems such as normalizing data from pivoted tables with ease
	
		Explore the various PDI options to validate data and to handle errors
	
		Connect to a database engine of your choice to get and store information coming from any source
	
		Perform advanced operations with databases such as loading data warehouses dimensions
	
		Create advanced processes such as nesting jobs, iterating on jobs and transformations, and creating subtransformations
	
		Implement business processes by scheduling tasks, checking conditions, organizing files and folders, sending emails with alerts, and treating errors in a way that meets your requirements



	Approach

	As part of Packt's Beginner's Guide, this book focuses on teaching by example. The book walks you through every aspect of PDI, giving step-by-step instructions in a friendly style, allowing you to learn in front of your computer, playing with the tool. The extensive use of drawings and screenshots make the process of learning PDI easy. Throughout the book numerous tips and helpful hints are provided that you will not find anywhere else.


	The book provides short, practical examples and also builds from scratch a small datamart intended to reinforce the learned concepts and to teach you the basics of data warehousing.


	Who this book is written for

	This book is for software developers, database administrators, IT students, and everyone involved or interested in developing ETL solutions, or, more generally, doing any kind of data manipulation. If you have never used PDI before, this will be a perfect book to start with.


	You will find this book is a good starting point if you are a database administrator, data warehouse designer, architect, or any person who is responsible for data warehouse projects and need to load data into them.


	You don't need to have any prior data warehouse or database experience to read this book. Fundamental database and data warehouse technical terms and concepts are explained in easy-to-understand language.
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Modeling and Control of a Large Nuclear Reactor: A Three-Time-Scale Approach (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2012

	Control analysis and design of large nuclear reactors requires a suitable mathematical model representing the steady state and dynamic behavior of the reactor with reasonable accuracy. This task is, however, quite challenging because of several complex dynamic phenomena existing in a reactor. Quite often, the models developed would be of...
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Kazhdan's Property (T) (New Mathematical Monographs)Cambridge University Press, 2008
Property (T) is a rigidity property for topological groups, first formulated by D. Kazhdan in the mid 1960's with the aim of demonstrating that a large class of lattices are finitely generated. Later developments have shown that Property (T) plays an important role in an amazingly large variety of subjects, including discrete subgroups of Lie...
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Physical Principles of Electron Microscopy: An Introduction to TEM, SEM, and AEMSpringer, 2008
From the reviews:
"This book comprises a concise introduction to the fundamental physical concepts of electron microscopy and related analytical techniques … . The concepts are well explained and illustrated, and in addition, the author offers a helpful introduction to microscopy, as a whole … . The text includes interesting...
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Heuristic and Optimization for Knowledge DiscoveryIdea Group Publishing, 2002
With the large amount of data stored by many organizations, capitalists have observed that this information is an intangible asset. Unfortunately, handling large databases is a very complex process and traditional learning techniques are expensive to use. Heuristic techniques provide much help in this arena, although little is known about heuristic...
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Self-organising Software: From Natural to Artificial Adaptation (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2011

	Stable and dependable IT services and infrastructures are nowadays of paramount
	importance not only for modern enterprises but also for home users. However, as
	distributed information infrastructures continue to spread and grow, resulting in
	Internet-based, wireless and mobile systems, traditional solutions for managing and...
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Power Converters and AC Electrical Drives with Linear Neural Networks (Energy, Power Electronics, and Machines)CRC Press, 2012

	The first book of its kind, Power Converters and AC Electrical Drives with Linear Neural Networks systematically explores the application of neural networks in the field of power electronics, with particular emphasis on the sensorless control of AC drives. It presents the classical theory based on space-vectors in...
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